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Lesson 3: Political Parties

d
Today's lesson is about Regency political parties. 

Sometimes you will see claims that political parties are a modern invention and did not exist in the Regency. 
Certainly they operated differently and more informally than modern parties. Voters did not register, there 
were no primaries, and it was technically illegal for candidates to run on a party ticket (although many 
effectively did). But contemporaries talked about party all the time, and British national government 
essentially functioned as a two-party system—with various factions and feuds within the parties, of course. 

These two parties were the Whigs (more left-wing and reform-minded) and Tories (more conservative and 
continuity/tradition-minded). These parties came out of the Glorious Revolution of 1688, with the Whigs 
being the party that supported constitutional monarchy and opposed absolute rule, and the Tories being the 
party that viewed itself as primarily loyal to the King. 

The Whigs were the clear majority party for most of the eighteenth century until 1784, when the Tories won 
the general election in a landslide and took power, with William Pitt the Younger as their party leader. The 
Whigs at this time were led by Charles James Fox. Both men died in 1806 but remained beloved symbols of 
their parties, with Pitt Clubs and Fox Clubs springing up around England.

After 1784, the Tories might also be referred to as the government's party or the Ministerialists (because they 
supported the cabinet ministers), while "the Opposition" refers to the Whigs. The Whigs would not come to 
power again (except for very very briefly) until 1830, when Earl Grey became Prime Minister and started a 
wave of national reforms (including the Reform Act of 1832), inquiries into various states of affairs, 
committee reports, etc.

The Whigs especially were forced to a high degree of organization because they were out of power from 1784 
to 1830 or so, and had recognized party leaders in both houses (in theory; they were actually lacking one in 
the Commons at some points because Tierney and Brougham, the most prominent and respected Whig MPs, 
both kept refusing the position), a whip who sent notes to members asking them to attend for important 
votes (back then this position was called a "whipper-in" ; in 1792 Pearson defined it as: "Whipper-in, a fellow 
that sends for Members to carry a question when the Minister is hard run" but I think the Opposition could 
use the term too), etc. 
The Whigs in Opposition 1815-1830 (see bibliography) is a great resource if you want to know about the nitty-
gritty of their party organization, factions within the Whigs, and how they functioned as a unit in Parliament. 

Speaking of factions within the Whigs, they were constantly shifting in this time. Key issues could separate or 
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bring them together—for example Whigs who opposed the War with France sometimes split from Whigs 
who supported it. The Grenvillite Whigs and the Foxite Whigs were the two largest factions for most of the 
Regency period.

The same was true within the Tory party. There were certain issues that were too divisive for party solidarty to 
be practical/possible. For example, Lord Liverpool kept Catholic Emancipation (the idea of allowing Catholics 
to vote, hold public office, etc., which non-Protestants could not do in this era) an "open question" even within 
his own cabinet. This means it was a question on which members of the cabinet could openly disagree in 
Parliamentary debates and on which they could vote their conscience. If he had demanded a party line on 
the issue, he could not have formed a government.

There were of course MPs and Lords who were neither Whig nor Tory. Maybe they were proud of their 
independence, or maybe they were radicals or belonged to another small faction. However, just as in the 
modern American system, these small minorities often formed a voting bloc with the party closest to them 
in ideology.

White's was a Tory club and one of the Tories' informal headquarters, while Brooks's was a Whig club. Various 
private houses served as other unofficial headquarters (in London, usually Holland House for the Whigs and 
Hertford House for the Tories). We'll discuss that a bit more when I get into political hostessing.

In his youth, the Prince of Wales had been a fervent Whig, but maybe it was just youthful rebellion, because 
when he was made Regent he made no effort to help the Whigs rise to power. Many of them felt angry and 
betrayed.

Lord Liverpool was Prime Minister throughout most of the Regency from 1812 to 1827 (following Spencer 
Perceval's assassination in May 1812). I highly recommend the Lancaster Pamphlet Regency England: the Age of 
Lord Liverpool (see bibliography) as a very short and pithy introduction to him, his government (in the British 
sense of "government" to mean "the current administration"), and the key Parliamentary issues of the time.

Local political parties functioned somewhat differently. National politics and local politics were often very 
separate, for the simple reason that not very many people could participate directly in national politics 
(because of voting status or location) or saw themselves as directly affected. The Regency was a period of 
transition towards the modern state, and government bureaucracy was growing, but in this era most social 
services were provided at the local level, there was no public education, the police force was minimal, and so 
on. 

Local political parties were often loosely affiliated with the Whigs or Tories and voted along party lines in 
national elections, but a member of a local political party would identify with that party first. These parties 
often were informally known by their colors, like sports teams.

Let's talk social implications for a moment: did aristocratic Whigs and Tories interact socially? Absolutely! It 
really wasn't that different from political parties now. The difference is just that many upper class folk were 
actively involved in the business of government, so the line between the personal and political could be 
blurred (just as your clash with a coworker can be either personal, professional, or both). 

If you've ever been involved in any group, whether it's a place of worship, an RWA chapter, a livejournal 
community, a workplace...I'm sure you are familiar with the kinds of drama that go on.



Political tensions could also be much higher at some times than others: during an election, for example, or 
during a national political crisis like the 1820 Queen Caroline trial or the Regency Crisis of 1788-9.

That said, social groups do often tend to form along political lines, just as they do now. Not always! And 
usually, probably not exactly on purpose. 

Let's take a look at Lord Byron (a famous Whig) as an example. I vaguely remembered that Lady 
Bessborough, a close friend of his, was also a Whig. Looking her up, I see that in fact she was the sister of the 
Duchess of Devonshire (who we shall see a lot more of as she was a very active Whig politician) and the 
mother of Lady Caroline Lamb. Lady Caroline Lamb's husband, Sir William Lamb, later became the Whig 
Prime Minister Lord Melbourne.

I then looked at the Wikipedia pages of other close associates of his:

John Cam Hobhouse turns out to be a Whig politician, holding among other posts Secretary of War during 
Lord Grey's administration. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Hobhouse,_1st_Baron_Broughton

Francis Hodgson, another college friend, became a reforming Provost at Eton, nominated for the post by the 
aforementioned Lord Melbourne during his tenure as PM, so the signs point to Whig. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francis_Hodgson

Annabella Milbanke (Lady Byron) is William Lamb's cousin (and the favorite niece of his mother Lady 
Melbourne, a prominent Whig hostess), so probably also a Whig.

Obviously many of his poet friends like Leigh Hunt and Shelley were political radicals.

However his publisher and good friend John Murray was a Tory.

As a Tory, you wouldn't bring your Whig friend to your pre-voting-on-a-bill political meeting at White's, but 
that doesn't mean you couldn't hang out with him at Almack's.

If you WANT to write some political feuds, though, we will see some good ones! Not always between people 
from opposing parties—Canning and Castlereagh are proof of that. (They fought at least one duel!)
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